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Advertising’s Role in Capitalist Markets:
What Do We Know and Where Do We Go
from Here?
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Advertising is a rich, multidimensional phenomenon that has been studied in several
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advertising’s apparent weakness it is essential for free markets.

INTRODUCTION
Advertising is one of the most fascinating

2. Even if advertising does not work immediately,
repetition will ensure its ultimate effectiveness.

phenomena in modern capitalist markets. It is

3. Advertisements take time to wearin.

pervasive, perplexing, multidimensional, and un-

4. The effects of advertising last for years and

fathomably rich. It is seemingly simple, yet full of
paradoxes. Lay people and some experts assume
they understand well how advertising works. Yet

even decades.
5. Even if advertising seems ineffective, stopping
it could be dangerous.

their simple conclusions may be quite wrong.

6. Weight (or intensity or frequency) is critical.

Decades of research seem to have led to some

7. Advertising is highly profitable.

generalizations. Yet even experts strongly dis-

8. Logic or argument is the most effective adver-

agree about the meaning and implications of this

tising appeal.

research. Most importantly, advertising is one busi-

9. Advertising is amoral in its practice, corrupts

ness activity that religious leaders decry as amoral,

people’s values, or is unnecessary for free

economists analyze as capitalist excess, sociolo-

markets.

gists dismiss as corruptive, and politicians tolerate as a nuisance. Perhaps none of these groups
fully appreciates that advertising is an essential
force in capitalist markets, the lubricant of competition, the vehicle for the communication of
innovation, and the corollary of a fundamental
right of all peoples, free speech. This article summarizes what we know about advertising that
disproves many current assumptions and suggests many urgent areas of future research.

Each year, when I begin my class on advertising, I poll students about their agreement with
these claims. A majority of students agree with a
majority of these claims. I suspect that if I ran
this poll among lay people, most would agree
with most. Various experts have strong opinions
about these claims, depending on their training
and exposure to various literature on advertising. At least some experts strongly subscribe to
some if not many of these claims. However, I

The author thanks Bob Woodard
for triggering reflection on this
topic and Cheryl Tellis for comments on an earlier draft. This
article draws from the evidence in
the authors’ recent book, Effective Advertising (Sage, 2004) and
presents ideas from his forthcoming book, Handbook of Advertising (Sage, 2005).

WHAT WE KNOW

propose that all these premises are false. I have

Both lay people and some experts continue to

made this point in many articles and a couple of

hold misconceptions about advertising’s role in

books, most recently in Tellis (2004). Let me try

contemporary markets. Here are some assertions

to clarify why or how these claims are false.

about advertising that one often encounters:
1. Advertising is a powerful force in shaping consumer preferences.
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1. Some advertisements or some advertising campaigns are very powerful. Many of us have our
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Advertising is one of the most fascinating phenomena in

4. The belief that the effects of advertising last years or decades comes from

modern capitalist markets. It is pervasive, perplexing,

two misconceptions. First, we sometimes remember very old advertising

multidimensional, and unfathomably rich.

slogans (e.g., AT&T’s “reach out and
touch someone” or EF Hutton’s “When
EF Hutton speaks, people listen.”). But

favorite ones. For example, students

response is that consumers have not

the futility of memory is evident in

cite the following advertisements as

seen the advertisement or need time to

that one of these brands is in trouble

highly effective: the advertisement for

think about it and respond to it. When

while the other is dead. Second, econ-

Victoria’s Secret in the 1993 Super Bowl

an advertiser and its agency have spent

omists at one time estimated the effects

that sent millions of people to their

months testing and creating an adver-

of advertising with Koyck-type models

website in the first few minutes; the

tisement, it is tough to call it a failure.

using (inappropriate) annual data. What

George Bush, Sr. advertisements that

So, the tendency is to spend a little

they found was the effects of advertis-

destroyed the Dukakis presidential cam-

more money to see if repetition might

ing likewise lasted years or decades.

paign; the introductory campaign for

not achieve the elusive effectiveness.

The error came from the inappropriate

Altoids that propelled this U.K. brand

This is a problem that decision ana-

choice of aggregate data (Clarke, 1976).

to prominence in the U.S. market. How-

lysts in other contexts call entrench-

The most appropriate data for analysis

ever, when these and many other suc-

ment bias, self-involvement bias, or

of advertising’s effectiveness is the unit

cesses are averaged over billions of

escalation of commitment. But research

interval time, which is often in days or

dollars of mundane advertising that

shows that if advertising does not work

hours (Tellis and Franses, forthcom-

saturate our media and permeate our

in the reasonably short time (first few

ing). As modern researchers have used

lives, the mean effectiveness drops sub-

weeks), it is unlikely to ever work (Lo-

more refined disaggregate data, they

dish et al., 1995).

found the effects of advertising were

stantially. [Estimated advertising elasticities average between 0.05 and 0.1,

3. Wearin is the improvement in effective-

rather fleeting (e.g., Tellis, Chandy, and

one-twentieth of corresponding price

ness of advertising during the first few

Thaivanich, 2000; Tellis and Weiss, 1995).

elasticities (Sethuraman and Tellis, 1991;

weeks of a campaign. Wearout is the

Indeed, of the hundreds of advertise-

Tellis, 1989).] Indeed, if we were to

decline in effectiveness as a campaign

ments we see each day, how many can

respond immediately to every adver-

ages. While many people assume an

we recall and to how many do we

tisement we saw, our lives would be a

advertisement needs to wearin, re-

whirlwind of consumption that would

search suggests that wearin is short or

5. Even when researchers show advertis-

be quite unsustainable, even for a few

nonexistent and wearout starts right

ers or their agencies that their adver-

days! It’s not that advertising does not

away (Vakratsas and Ambler, 1999).

tising campaign seems ineffective, the

have the potential to be powerful. It’s

That is, advertisers should be plan-

latter may be loathe to suspend all

that much advertising gets lost in the

ning how briefly to wait before they

advertising (e.g., Eastlack and Rao,

noise of competing brands, or what is

pull a campaign, rather than how long

1989). Managers may argue that while

worse, merely adds to the noise. Every

to wait for peak effectiveness (e.g., Tel-

current advertising is ineffective, sus-

creative artist probably hopes to build

lis, Chandy, and Thaivanich, 2000). So,

pension could be disastrous. Alterna-

a winning blockbuster advertisement.

the truth about wearin parallels the

tively, they may argue that suspension

Only a few succeed. And these suc-

truth about repetition in the previous

would mean that consumers would be

cesses are quickly imitated so their edge

paragraph.

exposed to only the competitors’ ad-

really respond?

is dulled. This is the nature of a free,
competitive market.
2. When advertisements do not work right
away, advertisers tend to excuse the

Every creative artist probably hopes to build a winning

nonresponsive rather than pull the advertisement. The easy excuse for non-
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vertisements, which would then be

vertising rivalry. As a result, they could

ever, media are very noisy. Communi-

highly effective. However, before one

overadvertise (Aaker and Carmen,

cation is very tough. Consumers are

concludes that advertising is ineffec-

1982). These or any of the other mis-

creatures of habit and do not change

tive, one should carefully design a test,

conceptions above may lead advertis-

easily. And when they do switch to the

one that it takes into account suffi-

ers to not only indulge in unprofitable

superior brand, competitors jump in

ciently long periods of nonresponse,

advertising but also to add to their

with copycat products and imitation

sufficiently deep cuts in advertising,

costs more than they do their profits.

advertisements. So the competitive ad-

and sufficient exposure to rival brands’

8. Consumers like to think of themselves

vantage is not permanent. In the cur-

advertising. If these tests are well done

as rational decision makers who make

rent environment, the advantage may

and advertising still seems ineffective,

good if not wise decisions. They like to

be fleeting. However, advertising pro-

then managers should have no excuse

think that they respond to reason. As

vides the means to persuade con-

for not following their implications.

such, they probably believe that adver-

sumers of change. It is essential to

6. By weight, advertisers mean the level

tisements that are simple, clear, and

communicate a product’s advantage. It

of advertising or advertising intensity.

informative would be the most effec-

is the lubricant of competition. It is

The most expensive item in the adver-

tive. Such advertisements are called log-

essential for free markets.

tising budget is the media buy ex-

ical or informative and use argument

pressed as weight. Thus, much research

appeals. The reality is different. Emo-

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE

attention, especially of econometric analy-

tional advertisements are probably the

We know quite a bit about advertising.

ses of market data, has focused on test-

most effective. The reason is that emo-

But advertising is a rich phenomenon.

ing the effectiveness of the advertising

tional advertisements are more interest-

There is a lot that we still do not know. At

weight, measured in dollars, gross rat-

ing, more easily remembered, more

least five areas are ripe for the discovery

ing points, frequency, or exposures. Yet,

prone to lead to action, and less likely

of new findings or for the integration of

research shows that weight per se is

to arouse consumers’ defenses than are

findings into generalizations or advertis-

not the most important factor in adver-

argument advertisements (Deighton

ing’s effect on mental processes, advertis-

tising effectiveness. Big changes in

and Hoch, 1993; Deighton, Romer, and

ing’s effect on sales or market share,

weight may not result in even small

McQueen, 1989; Tellis, 2004). An anal-

advertising versus sales promotion, adver-

changes in effectiveness. However,

ogy is the courtroom. Lay people as-

tising and pricing, and advertising and

changes in target segments, media, mes-

sume that lawyers argue and juries

brand equity.

sage, and especially creative content

decide on logic. In reality, emotions

result in the biggest change in adver-

play a big and critical part in swaying

Advertising’s effect on mental processes

tising’s effects (e.g., Lodish et al., 1995).

juries.

In the last 40 years, there has been an

Thus, managers should plan on devel-

9. Because of all these limitations in the

explosion of research on the effects of

oping or adopting new media, seg-

effectiveness of advertising, it has little

advertising respondent characteristics on

ments, message, or content rather than

effect on consumers’ values and may

respondents’ mental processes, such as

on increasing weight alone. Most im-

be the corruptive force that critics be-

attention, attitude to the advertisement,

portantly, advertising response is high-

lieve it is. However, despite these lim-

attitude to the brand, recall, warmth, per-

est for product improvement or new

itations in effectiveness, advertising is

suasion, purchase intention, etc. (e.g., Stew-

products.

essential for free markets. Advertising

art and Koslow, 1989). Such research has

7. The misconception that advertising is

is the means by which an innovative

increased since the integrative reviews by

highly profitable might come from ob-

firm can communicate its brand’s com-

MacInnis and Jaworski (1989) and Vakrat-

serving the spurious correlation be-

petitive superiority to consumers. Real

sas and Ambler (1999). Most of these stud-

tween advertising intensity and market

competitive superiority occurs rarely,

ies have been experimental, generally using

share. The reality might be quite differ-

though in the present technological age,

student subjects. The findings from this

ent. Because of the competitive activ-

at increasing frequency (Golder and Tel-

body of research are quite large and dis-

ity, much advertising cancels out. In

lis, 2004; Sood and Tellis, 2005). Inno-

parate. Indeed, a survey of this research

addition, in competitive scenarios, com-

vators need advertising to persuade

would indicate that the path by which

petitors tend to get caught up in ad-

consumers of this superiority. How-

advertising works is rich, varied, and comJune 2005
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. . . advertising provides the means to persuade consum-

research in the lab limits its practical
relevance.

ers of change. It is essential to communicate a product’s

Third, the large number of findings from
experimental research increases the need

advantage. It is the lubricant of competition. It is essen-

for an integrative survey that can unambiguously point to what is known from this
body of research and what needs to be

tial for free markets.

known. More importantly, the field of lab
research has adopted the paradigm from
psychology that seeks counterintuitive replex. The discovery of simple principles

message, the advertisement’s imagery, and

sults rather integrative commonalities. As

or potential generalizations would cer-

the type of product. We need to address

a result, the field of lab research is diverg-

tainly be of help to managers and future

three repeated criticisms of this body of

ing rather than converging in the variety

researchers. I would venture to propose

research.

of effects it has identified. This situation

some potential generalizations, though

First, critics have asked whether re-

increases the need for an integrative frame-

these need to be validated and others

searchers should pursue second, third, and

work that can pull together all the exper-

may be more viable.

fourth order interactions in experimental

imental findings into a unified whole
explainable by a single theory.

One potential generalization that

situations when field researchers have had

emerges is that there are multiple routes

difficulty finding the main effects of ad-

to persuasion. These routes can be broadly

vertising in the market. The answer may

Advertising’s effect on sales

classified as either active central process-

well be, precisely so! The heavy use of

and market share

ing involving argument and logic, or pas-

advertising by competitors dulls the ad-

A large body of research has focused on

sive peripheral processing that relies on

vantage of standard advertising methods.

the effects of advertising on sales or mar-

cues (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Various

This fact and the complex ways in which

ket share, using market or field data. This

types of visual imagery, music, and emo-

advertising works increases the need for

body of research has been highly paradig-

tions could be more important in the lat-

managers to use advertising in precisely

matic, usually adopting econometric mod-

ter route than the former. Moreover the

the manner and mode in which it is most

els to analyze the effects of advertising.

latter route of persuasion seems to domi-

effective. In competitive scenarios, adver-

The many studies and the vast number of

nate the advertising media, partly be-

tising’s advantage may be subtle. Experi-

models have enabled researchers to carry

cause of the heavy load of competitive

mental research points the way to take

out several meta-analyses of findings (e.g.,

advertising and the recipient’s limited time.

advantage of these subtleties.

Assmus, Farley, and Lehmann, 1984;

Another potential generalization is that

Second, critics have assailed the use of

Clarke, 1976; Lodish et al., 1995; Tellis

emotional appeals may be more powerful

student subjects and laboratory settings

and Sethuraman, 1991). Many of the prem-

than argument appeals (e.g., Chandy, Tellis, MacInnis, and Thaivanich, 2001; MacInnis, Rao, and Weiss, 2002). Such appeals

䉳

for most experimental research. Such re-

ises stated in the previous section of this

1 search is inexpensive and convenient.

article come from these reviews. A detail

However, managers cannot assess the va-

list of findings is available in Tellis (2004).

could vary in intensity, explicitness, and

lidity of research that is done solely in the

While fruitful, this body of research suf-

integration with arguments (Deighton,

lab. Moreover, researchers cannot trans-

fers from two major limitations.

Romer, and McQueen, 1989). A third po-

late findings from the lab to meaningful

First, most of the primary studies have

tential generalization is that consistency

effects in real markets. Some findings in

used fairly aggregate data. Clarke (1976)

among product, price, brand image, ap-

lab settings may be trivial and some quite

among others has shown convincingly that

peal, various cues, message, and the re-

important. But when tested only in lab

data aggregation upwardly biases the ef-

spondent’s state enhances persuasion.

settings, the implications for the field re-

fects of advertising. Clarke assumed that

Recent focus in this field of research

main unknown. While lab research re-

the appropriate data interval was the inter-

has been on ascertaining contingent or

mains an inexpensive means for testing

purchase time, and subsequent researchers

interactive effects of advertising among

various theories of advertising and gener-

have embraced his assumption. However,

the consumers’ states, the advertisement’s

ating a rich body of hypotheses, exclusive

a recent study proves that the appropriate

4
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data interval is the unit-exposure time

findings that sales promotions give imme-

equals cost plus fair profit). Many report-

(Tellis and Franses, forthcoming). The unit-

diate and strong increases in sales while

ers assume that the list price of the brand

exposure time is the largest data interval

the advertising’s effects on sales are small,

is the competitive price, so that marketers

in which advertising occurs at most once

often delayed, and difficult to ascertain.

who give discounts off the list price are

and at the same time in that interval. For

The expenditure shift has triggered one of

cheapening their brand image. However,

TV advertising, this interval could well

the biggest debates in the field of adver-

I have argued that the discount price may

be the hour or the minute. Intuitively,

tising: whether and when firms should

well be the competitive price or at least

much behavioral research suggests that

invest in advertising versus sales promo-

the competitive price may lie between the

consumers respond to advertisements in

tion. Sales promotion agencies assert that

list and discount prices (Tellis, 1986). The

microintervals, that is, minutes or hours

the proof of the pudding is in the sales

list price is the price that has been raised

in which they are exposed. Fortunately,

response. Advertising agencies typically

over the competitive price to enhance

new electronic data today allow analyses

take the view that sales promotions in-

brand image, or make the discount price

at these refined intervals. Unfortunately,

crease short-term sales at the cost of long-

look attractive, or exploit surplus from

past research has mostly used aggregate

term loyalty. However, only a few studies

wealthy or uninformed consumers who

data, with potentially upwardly biased

have supported the latter premise (e.g.,

estimates of the effects of advertising.

Mela, Gupta, and Lehmann, 1997).

䉳

are not interested in finding out the true
5 (discount price) of the product. In this

Thus, future research needs to evaluate

The debate misses the point. The real

the effects of advertising using disaggre-

issue is not whether advertising or sales

away. They are a clever means for extract-

gate data.

promotion is more important. Both are

ing consumer surplus.

context, sales promotions are not a give-

Second, most of the econometric stud-

important. Indeed, the use of both jointly

ies have estimated the effects on sales or

probably increases the impact of each,

Advertising and pricing

market share of advertising measured in

due to their interactive effect when used

Interest in the relationship between adver-

crude terms such as dollars or gross rat-

jointly (Tellis, 1998). For example, adver-

tising and pricing has been far higher in

ings points. Such research focuses our at-

tising can increase the salience or desir-

economics than in the fields of advertis-

tention on weight. Yet the major effects of

ability of promoted brands. Moreover,

ing or marketing. Economic research has

advertising probably come from changes

retailers who see a brand’s advertising

pursued whether advertising brands are

in content, message, cues, and creativity,

may pass on more of the brand’s trade

higher priced, whether advertising re-

most of which is ignored in econometric

promotions to consumers as consumer pro-

duces price elasticity, and whether adver-

studies. Indeed, the econometric para-

motions. Similarly, brands purchased on

tising encourages niche marketing of

digm of research on advertising discussed

promotion may make users more alert to

premium-priced brands. However, the

in this subsection and the behavioral par-

advertisements from those brands. Alter-

findings in this field have been limited by

adigm discussed in the previous subsec-

natively, advertising can help interpret the

fairly old studies, often with aggregate

tion have proceeded largely independently

experience of brands purchased on pro-

䉳

data, and with very strong priors about
6 what should be found. Research and re-

of each other. The challenge to research-

motions (Hoch and Ha, 1986). All these

ers is to join these two traditions of re-

effects underscore the importance of the

search. In so doing, researchers can unravel

joint use of advertising and sales promo-

that the results are contingent on a few

a deep, comprehensive, and insightful pic-

tion. The issue is not which of the two to

factors: informativeness of advertising, con-

ture of how advertising really works (e.g.,

use but how to balance the two creatively

tent of advertising, and focus on advertis-

Chandy, Tellis, MacInnis, and Thaivanich,

and effectively. Unfortunately, research

ing (Farris and Albion, 1980; Kaul and

2001; MacInnis, Rao, and Weiss, 2002).

䉳

2 along these lines is currently sparse. Thus,

the topic is in need of future research.

views of research in marketing suggest

Wittink, 1995).
First, advertisements that provide infor-

The debate about advertising versus

mation about longitudinal price cuts or

Over the last 20 years, sales promotions

sales promotion also misses a deeper point

lower competitive prices may well help to

have won an increasing share of the pro-

about sales promotion. To explain this

lower prices among competing brands or

motional budget at the cost of media ad-

point, consider that the competitive price

increase consumers’ price elasticity. The

vertising (e.g., Tellis, 1998). This shift in

is the price at which the product sells

reverse could well hold for advertise-

expenditures has been motivated by the

under free competition (when price costs

ments that differentiate brands (Farris and

Advertising versus sales promotion
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Albion, 1980; Kaul and Wittink, 1995; Sethuraman and Tellis, 1991). Second, retail ad-

䉳7

is due primarily to the value of the brand

research linking the micro stages with the

name. But from where does this value

macro stages.

vertisements that promote availability or

originate? Several researchers have sought

Second, a number of variables besides

sales promotions could help to increase

to link this value to advertising. The route

advertising are good candidates for being

retail price competition and lower retail

they have adopted is to analyze annual

drivers of brand equity. Among these, we

prices or increase consumers’ retail price

data of aggregate corporate advertising,

should mention, a firms’ reputation for

elasticity (Farris and Albion, 1980; Sethura-

R&D expenditures, and market returns

quality, a firm’s reputation for innovation,

man and Tellis, 2002). Manufacturer ad-

(e.g., Ailawadi, Lehmann, and Neslin, 2003;

consumers’ long-term loyalty for the brand,

vertising that focuses on brand uniqueness

Mizik and Jacobsen, 2003; Simon and Sul-

and a firms’ shrewd market segmentation

or superiority relative to competitors could

livan, 1993). Studies have shown signifi-

and brand positioning. What role does

help to sustain high prices or reduce price

cant effects between advertising and stock

advertising play among all these vari-

7 market returns (e.g., Agrawal and Ka-

ables? To appreciate this point, we should

makura, 1995). While such effects show

consider the role of advertising in the

product categories that are taking off could

the importance of advertising to the finan-

development of three brand names: Abso-

encourage mass adoptions by consumers

cial community in terms they understand,

lut, Intel, and Samsung.

and enable firms to exploit economies of

the findings still leave a number of im-

scale and lower costs (Golder and Tellis,

portant questions unanswered.

elasticity (Kaul and Wittink, 1995). Third,
mass advertising of new products or new-

䉳

Absolut Vodka grew from an unknown
brand in the United States to one of the

1997; Stremersch and Tellis, 2004; Tellis,

First, assume advertising helps to build

major hard liquor brands over a period of

Stremersch, and Yin, 2003). Similarly, com-

brand equity. Studies that have showed

some 20 years. After careful consideration

parative advertising among mature brands

this effect in real markets have been at the

of the history, I tend to conclude that

could lead to lower brand prices or in-

macro level. That is, they have used ag-

advertising played a critical role. Yet all

creased consumers’ price elasticity. Fourth,

gregate brand entities, aggregate data, and

my prior assertions of adverting are true.

manufacturer advertising could trigger in-

aggregate time periods. As such, the nat-

The elasticity of advertising to sales for

terretailer competition as retailers com-

ural question is: what is the micro process

Absolut Vodka is quite small; that is, big

pete to advertise and promote the brand

through which such aggregate relation-

increases in advertising expenditures led

(Steiner, 1973, 1993; Tellis, 1998). This ef-

ships occur? This issue is important be-

to small increase in sales (e.g., Tellis, 2005).

fect could in turn lead to a lowering of

cause managers need to know how exactly

When aggregated over 20 years and ac-

retail prices but an increase in manufac-

advertising builds brand equity over the

companied with massive advertising, the

turing prices. Thus, generalizations in this

years, so that they may efficiently invest

Absolut campaign led to the develop-

area are not obvious nor as simple as

the huge expenditures in advertising. This

ment of a substantial market share and a

assumed in some of the economic litera-

question brings us back full circle to the

well-recognized brand name. At the same

ture. The rich effects of advertising in this

issues addressed earlier in this article. It

time, the advertising expenditures per se

area warrant much greater research by

is imperative that researchers show how

would have been mute if not accompa-

academics than has taken place so far.

advertising works at the micro level; that

nied by unusually and sustained creative

is, show how advertising affects mental

copy. The advertising campaign adopted

Advertising and brand equity

processes, sales, long-term loyalty, and

consistent repetition of the brand name,

An important and hot topic today is the

prices. Then it is imperative that research-

tag line, and advertising appeal, yet main-

impact of advertising on brand equity.

ers show how all these effects translate

tained novelty in its use of an ever-

This interest is probably triggered by the

into the establishment of brand names

changing execution. It was weak in

finding that the book value of firms ac-

and the building up of brand equity. In

argument but strong in cues. It was poor

counts for an ever smaller fraction of their

effect a resolution of this puzzle requires

in logic but rich in humor and imagery.

market value. Financial analysts point out

that researcher show the link between the

Third, combination of pricing, segmenta-

that the difference could be due to the

micro processes and the macro relation-

tion, and positioning targeted the brand

technical and managerial expertise of the

ships. Currently research is fragmented.

to a segment that was most responsive to

firm, the synergy of its various compo-

We have abundant research in some of

the unique genre of advertising appeals.

nents, or the value in its brand name.

the micro linkages, limited research in

In conclusion, advertising intensity was

Marketers are quick to assert that the gap

some of the macro relationships, but no

important, but advertising creative was
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. . . advertising intensity was important, but advertising

leadership is never secure. To achieve its
current position in the industry, Samsung

creative was critical, and segmentation, positioning, and

launched a massive internal effort to produce products of the highest quality in

pricing were necessary to create the winning campaign.

the market and at the forefront of innovation. For example, Samsung has surpassed long-term innovative star, Sony, as

critical, and segmentation, positioning, and

inside” logo in their advertisements. Fifth,

pricing were necessary to create the win-

advertising probably led OEMs to include

ning campaign.

the Intel chip as much or more so than it

Intel grew from a new brand in the

led consumers to demand the chip. Fi-

1970s to be one of the largest firms in

nally, some analysts claim that even with-

terms of capitalization at the peak of the

out the advertising campaign, Intel’s

internet boom in 2000. In the 1990s, it ran

superiority in quality, innovation, and price

a major advertising campaign, “intel in-

would have guaranteed its sales and mar-

side,” which is credited for transforming

ket share. So, while advertising may have

a popular branded product, the personal

played an important role in developing

computer, into a commodity, while trans-

Intel’s brand equity, advertising analysts

forming an unknown component, the mi-

have not closed the argument with com-

croprocessor, into a recognized and desired

pelling scientific evidence.

product. This is one of the greatest trans-

Samsung has shot up from an image of

fers of wealth and power from retailers

being a relatively lowly supplier of low-

and competitors to a manufacturer in the

priced electronic products of mediocre

history of advertising. However, this sim-

quality to an image of being a prestigious

ple assertion ignores several other factors

high quality, highly innovative brand. In

that may have been equally or more re-

the 1990s, Samsung made a concerted ef-

sponsible than advertising for Intel’s suc-

fort through modern marketing and heavy

cess (Tellis and Golder, 2001). First, Intel’s
innovation created the microprocessor in-

䉳8

advertising to develop the latter image. It
seems to have succeeded quite well, pro-

dustry. Second, through relentless innova-

viding strong testament to the power of

tion it stayed one step ahead of its nearest

advertising. It seems to have succeeded

rival, AMD. Third, through patents and

so well, that even Intel, which itself had a

economies of scale, it held a near monop-

pretty good brand story to tell, hired Sam-

oly in this market. Fourth, the advertising

sung’s director of marketing. However,

strategy triggered massive cooperative ad-

this simple story ignores some major facts.

vertising by dealers, whose advertising

The electronic industry is a highly com-

was subsidized if it included the “intel

petitive, fast-changing industry, where

a manufacturer of state-of-the-art displays and threatens long-term industry
leader, Nokia, as a supplier of state-of-theart cell phones. In Samsung’s case, just as
for Intel, advertising probably played a
critical role. But it did not succeed in a
vacuum. Innovation and quality control
are important components of the puzzle.
Advertising analysts have still not carried
out formal econometric analyses of the
role of advertising in building brand equity in such complex but realistic scenarios.
More often than not, advertisers find
themselves in the shoes of the American
auto firms: They have to advertise products, of former reputed brands, which are
currently just a step behind the market
leader in quality, features, or innovativeness. Massive advertising expenditures do
not do much in terms of sales, brand
image, or brand equity. Such advertising
may get a bum rap and may merely add
to the noise in the market. Advertising’s
failure to move sales leads these firms to
resort to massive sales promotions. Then
analysts bemoan the misplaced effort on
sales promotion rather than on advertising. The weakness is not the advertising
or the overemphasis in sales promotion.
The weakness is in quality, innovation,
and value. Managers must not use advertising bandages over deep strategy
wounds. But some advertising agencies

. . . while advertising may have played an important role

and advertisers attempt to do so, adding
to the misperception of advertising’s role

in developing Intel’s brand equity, advertising analysts

in capitalist markets.

have not closed the argument with compelling scientific

CONCLUSION
Research on advertising started almost as

evidence.

far back as mass advertising—that is,
June 2005
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around the second half of the 19th cen-

that have been translated into four languages world-

–——, Daniel Romer, and Josh McQueen.

tury. Since then, we are fortunate to have

wide. Prof. Tellis consults with major multinational

“Using Drama to Persuade.” Journal of Con-

accumulated a great body of findings. It’s

corporations and has been on the editorial review

sumer Research 16, 3 (1989): 335–43.

not that we do not know much about

boards of the Journal of Marketing Research, the Jour-

advertising. Rather, it’s that many lay

nal of Marketing, and Marketing Science for several

Eastlack, Joseph O., Jr., and Ambar G. Rao.

people and some experts hold on to erro-

years.

“Advertising Experiments at the Campbell Soup

neous priors without an adequate appre-

Company.” Marketing Science 8, 1 (1989): 57–71.

ciation of the whole body of research.
Also, many experts disagree about the
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